
Investigative Reporter Enrichment 

The assignment 
• You are an investigative reporter assigned to investigate a strange occurrence…. 
• Your job is to “interview” people, collect facts, and observe what is going on in the area. 
• Write a news report detailing what is going on in the area with a plausible solution or explanation of the 

strange events. 
• Use descriptive details, dialogue, and a well thought out problem and solution, told by an investigative reporter, 

and eyewitnesses. 

Scenario 1 
An upscale gated community in Chicago has had some unusual occurrences. People report claw-like tracks over ten feet 
in diameter leading from the clubhouse onto the golf course lawn. To date, four dogs are missing and an unidentified 
green substance, the consistency of toothpaste was collected off a stop sign. 

Scenario 2 
A large lake has mysteriously emerged in the heart of the Sahara Desert. There is no underground water source, and 
insufficient rain. A black oily residue surrounds the eastern edge of the lake, and samples collected came back positive 
for high levels of toxins. Heat sensitive video taken by a helicopter seems to suggest that there is a large mass that 
moves throughout the lake. 

Scenario 3 
In Spain, a mysterious wailing sound has been caught between one and two in the morning for three weeks straight. 
There are no nearby trains or highways. Residents in the affected neighborhood have also complained of large patches 
of their front yards being scorched and trees split in two. One local gardener was shocked to find purple carrots and 
bright blue onions in her vegetable garden. 

Scenario 4 
Satellite images from NASA report a purple orb, twice the size of earth suspended in outer space. Twice now faint 
sounds, reminiscent of language patterns, have been recorded. Recently, the orb has been thought to have intercepted 
various satellites, rendering Earthlings unable to watch Netflix and disrupting water treatment plants in a region of Iowa. 

Scenario 5 
A group of tourists at the popular Atlantis resort in Nassau have suddenly started barking and pawing at the air. All 
medical staff on scene report that tests do not reveal anything to explain why this is happening. Water samples from the 
resort pool have come back clean, and the resort itself has passed a rigorous health inspection. One theory links a 
nearby fringe scientist, infamous for his experiments on mutating human and animal genes as being responsible. 

Scenario 6 
After a record breaking three F-4 tornadoes ripped through central Florida, people are going missing from the small 
town of Wauchula only to reappear in Liberia. Farmers have been picking up debris in their fields one moment, and 
vanishing the next. Local teenagers have been helping rebuild barns, and then end up in the foreign country. All people 
who have vanished report flashes of green light and a roller coaster feeling, but no real memory of the event itself.  

Scenario 7 
An outpost for hikers in the Australian Outback was recently abandoned. The last frantic calls on radios were of people 
screaming for help, describing large vines shooting up from the desert floor and engulfing entire semi-trucks. 

Scenario 8 
A cruise ship in route to Europe from the United States has been spotted floating aimlessly in the Pacific Ocean. Satellite 
imagery reports no movement on board. Local fishermen who have boarded the vessel have discovered no signs of life--
no struggles, no bodies. Search/rescue efforts in waters along the projected route have not provided any clues as to the 
mysterious disappearance of over 2,000 passengers and crew members.  


